For Imperial Japan dissemination of the Japanese language (kokugo 国語) was indispensable to the project of dōka (同化), or cultural assimilation, a fundamental practice in the colonies. In colonial Korea the Japanese language was promulgated as the required "national language" for all Koreans, and proficiency was understood as a quantifiable measure of Korean assimilation into the empire.
What is striking about this play is its focus on onomatopoeia. The rooster and the goat relearn what they are supposed to sound like in Korean, and where the animal in question lacks a unique sound that can serve as its identifiable marker, as in the case of the rabbit, it is given a speech that is as close to prelingual as possible: a nursery rhyme. 5 At first glance, this focus on onomatopoeia may appear to function merely to render the piece suitable for its intended readership of children; it is a simple tale for a simple audience. Reading it as an allegory of decolonization, however, we can note how the play's emphasis on the mimicry of sounds reveals an intimate, primordial connection between the acoustic and national identity. Put another way, the recognition of decolonization as a process of relearning how to use one's vocal chords to generate native sounds draws attention to an important and understudied aspect of the profoundly colonial project of educating the senses via kokugo. 6 Another example of the "outer edges" of kokugo education can be seen in student compositions included in a 1934 publication, Bunshū (文集), published in Northern Chŏlla. Here we see an example of kokugo learning, the sounds no less, and the kokugo teachers' approval and enthusiasm encouraging such output. In the next example, we see another "soft edge" of kokugo education in the form of a child's poem. Appearing in the students' section of Bunshū, a fourth grader Korean Yŏ Hyowŏn based in Ok'ku, Northern Chŏlla writes:
The dusk has fallen The moon is smiling above the forest In the chilly wind The sounds of falling leaves Yŏ's poem captures the ambience of a late autumn evening, highlighting the way in which the leaves sway in the wind, expressed as sara sara (サラサラ). Together with onomatopoeia, mimetic expressions such as sara sara belong to "non-semantic" speech that describes mannerisms and movements. That is, it was not just the sounds that colonial children had acquired through kokugo instruction; they were essentially being taught in Japanese how to perceive the outside world as Japanese, thereby serving the purpose of dōka.
By engaging closely with the 1934 publication Bunshū, a collection of primary school students' tsuzurikata compositions, children's writing gets placed properly at the center of this study in order to explore the modality of kokugo education. First, I focus on the physical and affective dimensions of the colonial government's national language policy and show how kokugo seized on prelingual speech forms, transitioning the sensorial realm to Japanese, thereby subjugating apolitical sensibilities and the preconscious; dōka was most recognizable in the sounds that colonial children made, such as with onomatopoeia. Second, I discuss how the ascendance of the free tsuzurikata movement on the Japanese main islands encouraged the expression of the self, giving colonial children some degree of agency, as they were instructed to "write from everyday life." Coupled with the pedagogic leniency of this era, especially pertaining to Korean customs and composition topics, the professed lived realities in the 1934 publication carve out a discursive space for accessing colonial children's consciousness and negotiation. Keeping in mind that the authenticity of children's voices must be "interrogated, not assumed," I examine children's writing as that which illuminates the "situated knowledge of children's everyday lives." 11 Lastly, I show how, by executing the pedagogic goals of tsuzurikata in a colonial kokugo classroom, the kokugo teachers were tasked to guide colonized Korean children to Japanese proficiency and at the same time monitor their everyday lives.
12 Ultimately, the "free" tsuzurikata curriculum was tied to self-nourishment and moral education by virtue of its exposure of the private life, thoughts, and emotions. What the 1934 publication brings to light is a phase of dōka, sophisticated and gradual in character, that does not attempt the immediate transformation of the cultural or the ideological; rather, it reveals a more palatable cooptation that combines policies of "live and let live" towards Korean culture, but which nonetheless demands a thorough transformation of one's perceptive and sensorial habits, a transformation which quietly and more subtly paves the way to the thorough Japanization of Koreans in the late 1930s. 13 This seemingly more relaxed mode of dōka was wedded to the tsuzurikata writing curriculum, which naturally lent itself to a surveillance function.
Placing Bunshū within the Colonial kokugo Education
Bunshū (文集) is an anthology of tsuzurikata essays, of both futsū gakkō ( 普通学校, common schools) and shōgakkō ( 小學校 or 尋常小學校, elementary schools), schools that were found in different parts of Northern Chŏlla Province.
14 In her study of children's tsuzurikata poetry in rural Tōhoku in the early 1930s, Mika Endō explains how the practice of making bunshū or class anthologies was pervasive and its circulation was limited to a restricted circle of classmates and largely remained within its locality. 15 The primary source under discussion, Bunshū was published by a local education bureau in Northern Chŏlla Province. The volume's first page presents a table of contents which organizes the essays into two sections-the elementary schools section and the common schools section, with essays chronologically appearing from September 1932 to March 1933. While the names appearing in the elementary schools section are Japanese, the common schools section contains Korean names, creating a structural divide between Japanese and Korean students locked within a tiered school system. 16 For each entry, the table of contents provides the composition's title, the student's town of residence and school name, followed by the student's name. At the end of the students' composition sections is a section reserved for teachers in a subheading, Futsū gakkō tsuzuri kyōjuhō saimoku (普通学校綴り教授方細目), or "A detailed list of pedagogic guidance for writings in common school." By featuring side-by-side sample essays and detailed instructional commentary on what should be permitted and what is to be prohibited, this section discloses the pedagogic goals at common schools in the early 1930s. With its evaluative guidelines and moral injunctions intended for a specific readership involved in colonial education, kokugo teachers, Bunshū was much more than your average curricular manual. Prohibiting its commercial circulation, the back jacket sports the label, hibaihin (非売 品), NOT FOR SALE.
The tsuzurikata curriculum was shaped by Ashida Enosuke, a pedagogue who supposedly instituted the "writing from daily life" approach in early twentieth-century Japan. 17 Whereas the old form of composition pedagogy required regimented learning through the copying of classical texts and writing to the given topic, Ashida's new tsuzurikata pedagogy encouraged a free style of writing on whatever the child found suitable.
18 At the heart of Ashida's reform was the cultivation of the self through the writing of daily life, a life that the child sees, feels, thinks and describes. The art of free writing found its support in the literary coterie, including novelist Suzuki Miekichi (1882-1936), who spearheaded the launch of the children's magazine, Akai tori (Red bird) in 1918. In an effort to disseminate free writing, the magazine regularly featured a tsuzurikata column. 19 Freeing children from dogmatic writing styles, tsuzurikata offered them a means for free-style descriptions of their daily lives, exposing their innermost thoughts and feelings, rendering the child's interior readable, and thus governable.
One might say that the free tsuzurikata movement provided a medium to informally and frankly express one's thoughts and feelings. The ironic outcome behind this seemingly permissive curricular design is that cultivation of the self grants freedom and agency to the child, but this semblance of agency serves the purpose of governability. The Foucauldian notion of governmentality is invested with indexing knowledge in order to maneuver desires and interests. 20 Tsuzurikata avails itself as a technology of discipline through the exposure of the private. In line with this disciplinary tenet, Bunshū sheds light on the mundane and lived experiences of both Korean and Japanese students in Chŏlla Province during the early 1930s. Ashida's pedagogy of "writing from daily life" saw writing as a means of assessing one's daily life. The recording of daily life, seikatsu (生活), made attitudes within daily conduct, seikatsu taido ( 生活態度) readable, subjecting them to prescriptive injunctions, seikatsu shidō (生活指導). Repeatedly indicated throughout the volume, teachers are urged to instruct pupils to write (綴らせる tsuzuraseru) personalized experiences from daily life with great detail and clarity. Essays with abstract or generic descriptions were shunned and corrected. Good writing, the pedagogic guidelines consistently state, can only come from living a good life. 21 Good tsuzurikata, then, is considered an expression of one's self-evaluation and self-correction, and ultimately yields selfnourishment and betterment in character. 22 To provide a few specific examples from the teachers' section, one essay is criticized for not providing full details as to whether a child sang Kimigayo to the end. 23 Another essay is introduced as an example requiring correction because the child writes a rather impersonal description of the wind. 24 One who draws extra attention from teachers is the child whose writing is too mature, not expressing the "traits" of a child, or the children who copy sentences from the textbook.
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Claiming the Sounds Along with the focus on the everyday and specificity addressed above, the sonic features of language in onomatopoeia were embraced as an aspect of self-expression that would prove useful to the aims of dōka (that has been associated with formal decrees, shūshin moral education, and other directive forms) by helping to bridge the sounds perceived and expressed in real life to the larger Japanese polity. The colonial children's command of non-semantic Japanese detectable in written form resonate with Ashida and Suzuki's support for writing from daily life; the tsuzurikata essays reproduce the way in which children perceive and register animal and nature sounds. Linguistic theories have established the primordial and intimate nature of onomatopoeia in shaping the "cognitive construction of the human world." 26 The acquisition of onomatopoeia is associated with the prelingual phase of an infant's speech, whose output parallels the input provided by the mother. 27 The infant learns from the caregiver (usually the mother) how to imitate the "sounds produced by people, animals, nature, machines and tools." 28 For colonial children, the intimate role of the mother was to a significant extent commandeered by kokugo teachers who taught them, as part of the national language instruction, the links between sound effects and their referents. 29 With their Japanized tongue, the Korean children transitioned from the Korean acoustic realm to that of the Japanese, as they transcribed the sounds of a sparrow singing chun chun (チュンチュン) 30 instead of tchaek tchaek (짹짹), or reproduced the sounds of light rain as shito shito (シトシト), 31 instead of posŭl posŭl (보슬보슬).
For children in rural Chŏlla communities, animal sounds which surrounded them were perhaps the most familiar and common subjects for mimetic practices of onomatopoeia. In the 1934 volume children addressed topics such as sparrows, cats, and pigs, the animals they encountered on a daily basis. An example of this is Kim Chŏngnye, a second grader who writes in a mixture of katakana and kanji, a phonetic practice typical among beginners.
私ハ毎朝早クオキテ、ブタにタベモノヲヤリマス。ブタハトキドキハナヲ クウクウナラシナガラ、ウマソウにタベマス。
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I wake up early every morning and feed the pig [at my house]. Sometimes the pig snorts making kuu kuu sounds with its nose as it enjoys the food. Although Kim's beginners-level kokugo is obvious, she seems to have mastered the Japanese onomatopoeia. To this second grader, and also for her kokugo teachers, once her perception of the acoustic realm has been transformed into Japanese, the finer points of Japanese writing would come to her over time. Along with the pig's very Japanese kuu kuu, cats and sparrows from other areas of Chŏlla also sing the Japanese onomatopoeia in the following vignettes. Cho Yejong, a fourth grader from Kŭmje writes:
We have three cats at home. I do not know where they came from, but we've had them since two or three months ago. During the daytime I do not know where they are playing, but around dinner time they always come and cry nyago nyago.
Compared to the previous second grader, this fourth grader is able to write more complex, advanced-level sentences transcribing the sound of cats. If the scene from "Liberated animals" serves as an allegory of decolonization, the animal sounds strewn throughout the 1934 volume testify to the colonial process of seizing the acoustic realm in which all sounds are transitioning into Japanese sounds.
As we have seen in the example by a second grader, the kokugo lessons taught Chŏlla children a standardized, non-semantic speech before they mastered the spoken or written forms. Let us take the sound of wind as an example. Spanning the months of late autumn to winter, children profess anxiety at the coming of a frigid winter, symbolized by strong winds. Ko Chijun writes:
Ah, the horrible winter has come again. The more I hate it, the sooner it comes.
His worries climax in the sentence:
The thought of the wind from the north that blows hyū hyū at night, and how my family would be shivering in the cold, makes me feel sick with worry.
Writing from Namwŏn, Yang Kiju's essay describes an account of a winter blizzard.
朝から降り出した雪は五時限目を終って見ると、何所もかも雪抱まれて眞 白い世界となり、北の方からは強い風がヒューヒューと降る雪を投げつけ る。
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It started snowing in the morning, and by the end of the fifth period everywhere was blanketed by snow and turned white. The strong winds from the north blew hyū hyū blowing around [the fallen] snow.
Though written in hiragana and katakana respectively, Ko Chijun in Muju and Yang Kiju in Namwŏn register the sound of strong northern winds in perfect unison, hyū hyū, suggesting a standardized acoustic mimicry of wind. That is to say, two unrelated colonial Korean children growing up in different parts of rural Chŏlla have internalized and employ identical modes of non-semantic Japanese language through which they perceive and express nature. Ranging from sara sara and kata kata to hyū hyū, the onomatopoeia associated with the wind is recorded uniformly by the colonial students across Northern Chŏlla Province.
While kokugo lessons on onomatopoeia taught colonial children a sensorial language to perceive and describe the outside world, there was another subset of non-semantic language that enabled them to express bodily responses: interjections. The use of interjections such as ouch, yikes, or whoa are the instantaneous, unfiltered bodily responses marking affect. Titled, "The day of school exhibition and competition fair," Na Hanch'ŏn, a sixth grader from Mangyŏng, writes:
On the morning of the fifteenth, I suddenly woke up. The lamp was lit in the room. "Ah-it is the day of exhibition and competition fair." My heart was dancing with excitement. There came a sound of a bucket from the edge of the well. Maybe someone was awake. The wall clock rang five times indicating it is five o'clock. Rubbing my sleepy eyes I rushed to open the window. The sun was faintly dim and thick clouds were everywhere. From the openings among the clouds, thin, thread-like raindrops were falling…. One friend after another, everyone had a smiley face.
Na Hanch'ŏn's essay is a perfect example that combines an interjection ハ ッ ト , with onomatopoeia ( シ ト シ ト ), and mimetic expressions ( ぼんやり and ニコニコ). The prosodic marker ハット underscores how he woke up suddenly in anticipation of the upcoming event, or perhaps worrying about oversleeping on an important day, giving the verb さめた an affective contextualization. In the output of nonlexical onomatopoeia such as ハット, linguists have argued this acoustic production is comparable to reflexive bodily functions. 38 When a Korean child writes ハット for example, it highlights an ingrained language resembling that of a hardwired biological response, indicating a complete takeover of the child's sensorial world. Combined with this bodily response, Na's essay captures how the sun yields its presence to thick clouds on an overcast day by employing the mimetic expression ぼんや り meaning "vacantly" or "dimly." The accompanying drizzle is registered as something akin to a fine thread emanating a soft sound, シトシト. When pieced together, ハット, ぼんやり, and シトシト orchestrate a vignette integrating the body (that lets out a Japanese sound as part of bodily reflex) and the senses (delivering nature in Japanese When I looked closely it was the same rooster. It came again today to our family vegetable plot and was eating the cabbage. Unable to control my irritation, I threw a rock without meaning to strike it, but the rooster must have been hit. The rooster exhaled a sharp scream, "squawk." Suddenly I felt pity and my eyes were welling with tears. My heart started palpitating loudly "dub-dub" in fear. The rooster, now with a blue face and a broken leg, walked away like a cripple taking one step at a time as if it was about to fall.
While a mundane vignette of an agrarian life, Pak's essay demonstrates his command of the Japanese onomatopoeia, ぎやつ and ドキドキ, and more importantly, his ability to assess himself. The moral takeaway of the essay is that Pak comes to realize the consequences of his thoughtless action and regrets it. This self-corrective quality makes Pak's essay all the more ideal and exemplary, a tsuzurikata that Ashida Enosuke and kokugo teachers all would have desired.
Mastery of both the auditory and non-auditory subsets of Japanese language on the part of colonial children meant that their tongues were already adept at representing nature-the animals, the wind, and the rainin Japanese. This linguistic takeover was expedited, in part, due to the remarkably similar linguistic patterns between Japanese and Korean. Both languages share highly developed linguistic properties in the onomatopoeic and mimetic language. In the tsuzurikata compositions, children rendered a smiley faced niko niko (ニコニコ) replacing its Korean equivalent, panggŭt panggŭt (방긋방긋), and express the motion of a spinning top as kuru kuru (クルクル) instead of ping ping (빙빙). 40 The colonial children's use of Japanized interjections adds yet another layer to this acoustic takeover, the bodily reflex. Claiming the sounds, the empire seeped deep into the affective and bodily dimensions of prelingual speech.
Straddling Two Linguistic Realms
Acquisition of the Japanese language was a slow process, and it must have not come as easily as onomatopoeia. Students who demonstrated fluency in the use of onomatopoeia did not necessarily exhibit comparable levels of fluency in writing. In the early 1930s Japanese was required in the kokugo classroom; once class was over, students switched to their mother tongue. 41 The colonial pedagogues encouraged the use of Japanese as an instructional language throughout common schools, but in reality such instruction was impossible without using Korean. 42 For Korean students, writing tsuzurikata essays meant a complicated negotiation of maneuvering with uneven exposure to the target language and semantic hierarchy. Kim Chongjung, the fourth grader from Ansŏng who was able to produce the Japanese onomatopoeic sounds of a rattling paper screen (kata kata) in the wind writes:
Outside the window two skirts that my mother laundered this morning are hung. As the wind blows, the skirts hit against the paper screen and make the sound, batan batan. The paper screen rattles in the wind making the sound, kata kata.
Kim's use of Japanese onomatopoeia to mimic the wind is perfect, yet his Japanese vocabulary is obviously lacking: "a skirt" is preserved in Korean, chi'ma. His essay is a prime example of writing that combines thoroughly Japanized sounds with a Korean word, chi'ma, in a Japanese sentence composed with perfect grammar. Kim may not have known the Japanese equivalence for a skirt but he is able to incorporate the verb, nasatta (did), indicating a grasp of an honorific language.
Insertion of Korean vocabulary in his otherwise perfectly Japanese tsuzurikata is also found in an essay by Kim P'aryong, a fourth grader in Ansŏng, who writes:
For daikon (radish) and hakusai (cabbage), I weeded every day and dug with a homi [making room for fertilizer] and applied fertilizer. Now they have grown big.
Here, Kim inserts a Korean word, homi, meaning a hoe, in an essay written entirely in kokugo. This insertion is, again, most likely due to the lack of Kim's knowledge of the Japanese equivalent; hence the Korean word is awkwardly placed as part of Japanese syntax. It is not likely that he intentionally inserted homi as a Korean ethnic marker; rather, it should be understood as a subordination of homi to the Japanese syntax, on the part of a beginning-level student. Kim P'aryong's essay, too, demonstrates a Korean student who has not fully acquired proficiency, but is grappling with the task of writing in kokugo, even at the cost of an abrupt incorporation of a Korean word. It seems that kokugo teachers were aware of such challenges encountered by colonial children. In the teachers' section, it is advised as follows:
There are many instances where students at common schools may not have the vocabulary, but have the substance to compose their writings. It is urged that teachers rescue those students with deep sympathy.
Kim's use of homi, therefore, does not become a serious concern, but a predictable task requiring pedagogic attention.
Compared to Kim's essay, the following essay adds yet another interesting dynamic to the hybridization of Korean and Japanese, this time signaling a cultural transition into the Japanized world. Kang Sŏngnok, a fourth grader from P'aldŏk, gives a nuanced account of chusŏk festivities, highlighting the excitement of waiting for the holiday:
Long before the chusŏk holiday, I've been waiting for this day to come with fidgeting happiness. While I was waiting the day drew near and it was the afternoon before the day. As I was playing in the garden with a restless heart, I said, "Ah, tomorrow is finally chusŏk!" My mother who was preparing something to eat heard me and said to me, "You don't even have a [new] kimono to wear on chusŏk. Why so happy?" I responded, "No, I don't mind wearing an old kimono. I can't help feeling happy because my favorite holiday of the year, obon is tomorrow!" Upon hearing this, my mother had a lonesome smile on her face.
Kang's essay title is the kanji characters for chusŏk, 秋夕, and in a short essay consisting of only nine sentences, the word, 秋夕(chusŏk) appears five times. In the dialogue he has with his mother, the mother says chusŏk, while the child counters with obon, replacing the Korean word chusŏk with a Japanese word. It is within the child's speech that the word obon appears only once. While respecting and observing the Korean custom and still entrenched in the customary ritual, the child utters the Japanese equivalent for chusŏk, transitioning into the Japanized world of rituals. It is possible that the child's utterance was accidental, but it is this accidental interchangeability of Japanese over Korean words that begs our attention. Going back to the excerpt at the beginning, the Japanized sounds of animals had to be unlearned in order to thoroughly become Korean. For obon to seep through the young mind, this kind of natural transition from Korean to Japanese might have been most ideal for kokugo teachers. The mother's lukewarm, if not bitter, response to the child's excitement provides a contrasting view toward the holiday. The word kimono complicates the sartorial distinction. First, it is unlikely that Koreans wore the Japanese kimono, as they most likely donned traditional Korean attire. In fact, it is questionable whether the mother indeed uttered kimono. What is interesting here is that Kang's experience of chusŏk was translated into Japanese, at least in a semantic sense, and presented as a Japanized vignette of daily life. Unable to buy a new "kimono" for her child, the mother's response paints a not-so-happy account of the festivities juxtaposed by a child's naiveté that disregards the financial dimensions of the holiday. The essays by Kim and Kang suggest a project in progressthe Japanization of the Korean tongue by way of tsuzurikata-that sometimes manifested in an awkward amalgamation but nonetheless signaled a subordination of the Korean to the Japanese.
This linguistic and cultural negotiation was not exclusive to Korean children. An essay by Yoshida Yōko, a Japanese student living in Chǒnju, introduces a vignette of a colonial contact zone involving other foreign residents. The essay then describes the children playing with each other. One day their playtime extends to dusk, but the Western child does not seem to want to go home. Yoshida says to her, ベビーママがよんでいるよ。
(Baby, [your] Mama is calling you). The Western child corrects Yoshida by saying, あれママでないよ。 おもによ。 (No, it's not Mama, it is Omoni).
Then Yoshida escorts the girl to her house and other Japanese children tease the girl by calling her "Seiyōjin, seiyōjin (Westerner, Westerner)." The Western girl responds by yelling "stupid" in Korean, transliterated in katakana モントングリャ(멍텅구리야), and runs home.
The western child has developed sufficient mastery of both Korean and Japanese to switch between the two languages and select appropriate moments of use for each. Although only five years old, the "baby" seems to have grasped the colonial dynamics between Japanese and Koreans to provoke Yoshida by rejecting the use of a Japanese word, mama, and replacing it with a Korean word, omoni instead. It seems that the Western child uses Korean in a spiteful way to provoke the Japanese children. On another level, this scene reveals that Yoshida's knowledge of Korean is adequate enough to understand the Western child's words and transcribe them in katakana. When verbally teased by the Japanese children, the Western girl fights back with a Korean word, モントングリャ. Yoshida reveals in her essay that the western child is so fluent in Japanese that she never spoke in English. In the scene, then, the five-year-old Western girl is introduced as a third party to the Korea-Japan colonial contact zone, where she capitalizes on the tension between the languages of the colonizer and the colonized by performing calculated codeswitching to serve her own emotional needs. Through the young Western child's manipulation of the two languages, Yoshida's essay brings to the fore a counter-acculturation: the Koreanization of Japanese (and Westerners). The "code-switching," however, was leverage for Yoshida and her Western neighbor, an option to be used at their discretion.
Reading beyond the Syntax
As we have seen in the previous two sections, Bunshū is a "mixed bag," and includes compositions of various proficiency levels and skills. Japanized sounds and linguistic straddling between Japanese and Korean were two markedly noticeable features that signaled dōka in progress via kokugo instruction. This section pays attention to the compositions that exhibit a modest level of proficiency in order to focus on what was professed and negotiated in student compositions. Given the latitude of topics and permissive nature of the tsuzurikata curriculum, the long shot mission of dōka seems to have prioritized Japanization of the tongue, not the heart. In other words, a mode of dōka that becomes discernible in the 1934 volume privileges the pragmatic use of language over the ideological transformation of the Korean child. Of the essays written by colonial students, one of the most pressing topics concerns the escalating military tensions in Manchuria. The entries discussed in this section provide insight into Korean obedience, and the manner in which their essays ironically end up accentuating their apathy with regard to Japan's military conflicts in Manchuria. Known as the Manchurian Incident of 1931, this conflict marked the beginning of a fifteen-year war in China; schools leveraged the gravity of this war to alert colonial children of its exigencies. 48 Third grader Yoon Danyoung's entry documents her screening of a propaganda motion picture, but her primary focus is on the rarity of its spectacle. She writes:
With four or five classmates we hurried to the screening which showed a variety of motion pictures, such as long trains, horse carriages, and electric cars moving with sounds, or students singing the shōka or playing. The movie called Kaikokudanshi had fighting scenes on battleships [and the sailors] looked valiant. And there were a lot more things.
Yoon notes how the previous semester's first screening showed moving pictures with no sound, but the second screening included sound. In what must have been a propaganda screening, Yoon's level of involvement is scarcely more than that of an aloof spectator or bystander; she had no ownership of, or identification with, the film's content. She only makes note of the motion picture's visual and audio effects, without engaging the film's message.
As was common in the shūshin (修身) moral education of this era, pedagogic objectives resonated in the role models the schools taught. Tales of gallant Japanese soldiers were projected as models to emulate. Boys in particular were expected to respond to these tales with a determination to follow in the soldiers' patriotic footsteps. Fourth grader Choi Eunsŏk writes on the first anniversary commemoration of Japanese suicide soldiers fighting in Manchuria, said to have shouted, "Long live the emperor, banzai" with their dying breath. 50 Widely propagated as a heroic tale of The Three Human Bullets (肉弾三勇士) in the early 1930s, the war heroes that Choi and his classmates commemorated in Northern Chŏlla were popular propaganda subjects on the main islands of Japan, disseminated through a variety of cultural products such as film, songs, and children's literature. 51 This story of patriotism was deployed to garner public consensus on Japan's military involvement in Manchuria. 52 While using terms such as waga gun (our army) to refer to Japanese soldiers, Choi's essay imparts a moment of dissonance that has failed to co-opt his heartfelt commitment towards the war.
After we finished studying through the fourth period in the classroom, we went to the venue for commemorative celebration and listened to a number of lectures. I was surprised at the lectures by Matsumura sensei and Shin sensei. I have heard about our army's (waga gun) mighty strength and Yamato spirit, but I learned for the first time that Japanese soldiers (日本軍) are loyal [enough to give their lives]. In order to explode the barbed wire they threw their bodies, enduring excruciating pain, breaking their arms and legs, in order to carry out their mission. What did they feel? I wonder. That's not all. With their very last breath, they shouted "Long live the emperor, banzai" and died. Because our Japanese army (我が日本軍) has such [loyal] soldiers I think we have never lost a battle.
In terms of syntax, this essay satisfies the requisites of a compliant Korean child in support of war propaganda. Upon closer reading, however, affective traces become recognizable. While using the right assemblage of phrases, such as waga gun (our army), Choi expresses no desire to also enter that gallery of heroes. That is, the propagandistic language and Choi's distant position run in parallel, without intersection. The suicide soldiers' strong emotions and loyalty are noted as objects of curiosity, hence Choi writes, "I wonder"; however, he makes no effort to identify with or emulate their selfless actions. This essay promises no future, and closes at a dead-end, precisely because the Korean child remains uninvolved, uninspired, and unmotivated by the tale. During the kōminka (imperialization) era in the late 1930s such a perspective, that of a mere bystander, would have been alarmingly inappropriate and unpublishable. Choi Eunsŏk accommodates the predictable requisites of tsuzurikata, but only goes as far as regurgitating what he had "learned," leaving out his personal responses. If anything, the essay's tone is dry and aloof, even mechanical, completely devoid of any personal affect.
What might have been more desirable for kokugo teachers, in terms of semantic content, can be found in Japanese student compositions that demonstrate a commitment of the tongue and heart. Included in the same 1934 volume, a third grade girl based in Jǒnju, Hayashi Tamie, writes a tsuzurikata in the form of a consolation letter, "Haruki no oniisan (To brother Haruki)," thanking Haruki for his service in frigid Manchuria. The letter indicates they had previously exchanged correspondence and that Hayashi sent him a comfort pouch containing snacks, while the soldier sent her a letter with a photo in return. The girl's tone is sweet as she warmly asks:
When I was making the comfort package I thought of the soldiers who are working on our behalf in frigid Manchuria and wanted to send you something you'd like so I sent you candy and sugar blocks. Did you like 'em? It's the season of dried persimmon and chestnuts. Would you like some?
In fact, pronounced topics in the elementary schools section that are absent in the common schools section are the war and the emperor, and the flag; all of which are the timely exigencies for emperor-centered patriotism. For Nishikawa Hiroshi, a second grader living in Kunsan, the flag itself moves him to tears. This second grader's emotional reverence for the flag is affirmed by an older Japanese student, Kitahara Takurō, who writes of a morning school assembly consisting of flag raising and the singing of the national anthem. 56 The student records that there are as many as fifteen hundred students at his shōgakkō in Kunsan, that the flag immediately evokes the war in Manchuria, and that he is moved to pay a respectful bow. 57 In contrast to their Korean counterparts, the Japanese students in shōgakkō demonstrate that the war in Manchuria is their war, their imminent future, and their fate. For Suzuki Hanako, a sixth grader in Kŭmje, the war is a reality as she sends her brother off to the frontlines, writing, 兵隊さんは 二丁目で初めてだ ([The villagers exclaimed] he is the first soldier from nichōme neighborhood). She writes how hundreds of townspeople gathered at the station to send off soldiers, taking photos to commemorate their departure and shouting "Banzai!" in unison. 58 For Suzuki Hanako, the war had invaded her family life and taken her brother to the battlefield. The essays by the Japanese students of Chŏlla speak to their unwavering support of the war, even at the expense of sending off a brother; conversely, their Korean counterparts profess psychological indifference, if not outright apathy, towards the ongoing war. Talk of dōka may have been loud in the early 1930s, but these essays suggest a fissure-a fissure not only of colonial hierarchy, but of a differing registered reality. Viewed collectively, the Korean children's compositions convey that they had scarcely been brought onboard with the war in Manchuria.
The Mission of kokugo Teachers: Taming the Colonial Tongue and Heart
Based on the instructional guidelines, the uncommitted hearts of colonial children discussed in the previous section were not at all taken as a serious concern for the kokugo teachers. The teacher's section in Bunshū begins with a reiteration of Ashida's philosophy of writing from daily life. It reminds them time and again that one of the most important responsibilities of kokugo teachers was to equip their Korean pupils with a command of kokugo, to write what they saw, heard, experienced and thought, even if their experiences were exclusively Korean in terms of content. When kokugo was finally attained and internalized by way of tsuzurikata, a sophisticated mode of Japanization would have been achieved, one that invaded and dictated perceptions and expressions. It was this functionality over the ideological that was prioritized in the early 1930s. One of the primary concerns for teachers was the rudimentary techniques in writing combined with artistic qualifications demonstrating one's command of Japanese. Take for example the following instructive guidelines:
The sentences are relatively natural. It is extremely desirable to correct the student's use of direct translation from the sengo [Korean] and the mistakes in syntax [word order]. The title is a bit too lengthy, but attention to details is laudable. Abstract topics, such as spring, summer, fall, and winter, are not interesting.
What caught the attention of pedagogues is the student's direct translation from the 鮮語 (sengo), a derogatory term referring to the Korean language, and more importantly, an indication that the student was processing his or her thoughts in Korean. In essence, the student was still practicing 鮮語 (sengo) and his or her kokugo composition was a product of translation. This violates the ostensible objective of the tsuzurikata curriculum that sought a complete takeover of the cognitive construction of the world. The criticism against this student was, however, pitched not as an attempt to call on the use of sengo in thought-processing but rather as a concern that the student's habit of thinking in sengo undermines the natural flow in the writing.
Despite a tolerance of content and mistakes, the harshest criticism in tsuzurikata discipline was directed at students who deviated from exemplary attitudes in everyday life. Take the following example by a student who was late to the morning school assembly, tried to sneak into the classroom, only to be caught by the teacher. The guidelines stated:
There are several points that deserve criticism and questioning in the essay. What is the spatial relationship between the classroom and the morning assembly? And how would the child have felt if he had not been caught and gotten away with his tardiness? [Teachers should] instruct the child to reflect on this.
Two pedagogic aims can be identified here. The first comment reiterates the importance of detailed depiction, in this case the classroom's location in relation to the venue for the morning assembly that can track a logical sequence of the incident. The second comment raises an ethical question of the child's misconduct that requires repentance on his part. The exposure of the student's seikatsu taido via tsuzurikata opened it up to interventional supervision, seikatsu shidō. 61 The teachers' section advises a wide range of supervisory strategies, indexing desirables and undesirables, and detailing the habits and behaviors connected to larger moral concerns.
Going beyond the prerequisites of an ideal tsuzurikata, such as good command and exemplary attitudes, the kokugo teachers favored those essays indicating delicate sensibilities and sharp observation. A short essay consisting of only four sentences, writes:
The nightingales sing hō hoke kyō when it is resting in the trees and kekyo kekyo when it flies.
The comment states, "The student ought to be applauded for his/her sharp perception to capture the sensorial differences between the two sounds." 63 Students' ability to imitate the sounds complemented with a sophisticated discernment of different sounds from the same bird drew kokugo teachers' attention, which rallied and encouraged an onomatopoeic transcription of the cognitive realm.
Fundamentally, the tsuzurikata was considered the mirror of one's interiority, a reflection of one's heart. 64 Positing a direct causal relation between writing and one's moral qualifications, the teachers' section continuously emphasizes the curriculum's prescriptive and supervisory role. Only those who pursue an exemplary life will be able to produce exemplary writing. 65 An essential key to the curriculum was the ability to reflect on one's inner qualities, 内 面 (naimen), not the mechanical cultivation of writing technique, the 手 法 (shuhō). 66 Technical shortcomings, including deficiencies in Japanese vocabulary, did not raise eyebrows, but was taken as targets of pedagogic attention as long as the writings expressed genuine feelings based on experiences from daily life. 67 The 1934 publication is an eyewitness to the pre-kōminka years, to the transitional phase of kokugo education that did not court the ins and outs of Korean life, but focused intensely on achieving a command of the language, as far-reaching as the onomatopoeia of animal sounds. Korean children who were immersed in Korean life at home followed Ashida's philosophy of writing from life; their tsuzurikata essays, filled with Korean content, were tolerated as part of a pedagogic strategy that sought to expose and supervise one's private life through writing. As we have seen, tsuzurikata's latitude did not mean that thinking in Korean was equally permitted. Fidelity to the language required equal fidelity in thought; one had to think in the target language-kokugo.
Conclusion
This paper examined the operation of colonial power in kokugo education during the early 1930s. The 1934 publication, Bunshū, was taken as the central source to guide us into the kokugo classroom in the early 1930s, the tsuzurikata curriculum in particular. While a writing curriculum marked by its relatively lax mode of control over content, the compositions anthologized in Bunshū collectively illuminate Korean students' command of the kokugo, especially the prelingual speech forms. Under a characteristically permissive framework, in large part shaped by Ashida's philosophy of tsuzurikata curriculum, the most intimate aspects of children's lives, including their attitudes, thoughts, and emotions were to become readable. Colonial children earnestly filled the pages of their tsuzurikata essays, exposing everyday lives that were distinctly Korean in substance but were expected to be articulated in perfect Japanese, employing onomatopoeia, mimetic expressions, and interjections. The essays indicate that colonial children at beginning-level Japanese mastered the fecundity in onomatopoeia before mastering basic vocabulary. In other words, mastery in Japanese onomatopoeia meant a Japanization of the sensorial realm through which colonial children recognized and registered sounds. It signaled a takeover of apolitical sensibilities and the preconscious. At the same time, the 1934 publication shows that the early 1930s was also an era that provided colonial children with some degree of agency, as they were encouraged to "write from everyday life." The vocal chords that rendered the sounds of birds and wind in perfect Japanese did not always live up to the expected level of identification with the empire.
The colonial sophistry in kokugo education during the early 1930s was precisely the pretension of latitude, and the persuasion of kokugo as the pragmatic vehicle of communication and a means of social mobility; 68 in the tsuzurikata classroom, the kokugo teachers wished only to equip their students with a command of the language, without demanding their hearts and souls, at least not yet. After all, once the kokugo had seized the colonial child's acoustic realm, even their use of onomatopoeia, what more was left?
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